Kobuleti, Georgia
9th October (Arrival) – 17th October
(Departure)

Applicant Organization:
pewobe g GmbH (Germany)

Partner Organizations:
Student-Youth Council (Georgia)
Fundacja Sempre a Frente (Poland)
Associazione Culturale di Promozione Sociale Gentle Giant (Italy)
Today Art Initiative (Armenia)
Civic organization “Development and Initiative” (Ukraine)

Objectives, Aims and Goals

Our environment is constantly changing. Despite the fact there are lots of projects addressing
environmental problems, especially recycling, but still it is not enough and people who live in
deplorable conditions need support in solving environmental issues, which are harmful effects
of human activities. Based on this YE we are going:
- To promote environmental inclusion and building network among youth from different
countries through the Youth Exchange;
-To encourage youth to be actively involved in preventing pollution and to spread information
about environmental problems with the local community;
- Provide participants with the necessary skills, knowledge and attitudes on inclusion of young
people in activities which are connected to environmental issues;
- Share experience and examples of good and bad practices by methods of non-formal
education and learning from each other;
- Increase awareness of youth about pollution and its consequences;
- Find ways how to solve environmental problems in each country; Promote healthy lifestyle
activities for young people in terms of environmental protection;
- Raise awareness about recycling through artistic activities and workshops among young
people;
- Raise awareness about social entrepreneurship;
- share ideas how to convert waste materials into new products to prevent waste of
potentially useful materials, reduce the consumption of fresh raw materials, reduce energy
usage, reduce air pollution and water pollution.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY AND METHODOLOGY:
The activities will be implemented with non-formal education methods such as:
-

Group work
Forum theatre
Role plays
Simulation games
Brainstorming
Team building games
Workshops
Cultural evenings

NUMBER AND PROFILE OF THE PARTICIPANTS:

30 participants from: Germany, Georgia, Poland, Italy, Armenia and Ukraine
Age limit: Participants - 18-30, Team leader – No age limit
Group size: 4 participants + 1 team leader
Gender balance between the participants should be respected during the completing of group.
Participants of the project are required to know and be able to communicate in English as it`s
declared as the working language of the project.

Participants have to be:










Interested in the topic of the youth exchange;
Motivated to take active part in the youth exchange;
Motivated to become “Green-worker”
Motivated to share the experience gained during the project in their local communities
To be open minded to new experiences, new culture inputs and possibilities of self-improvement.
To be determined to improve yourself, your skills and knowledge.
To be willing to share knowledge in a friendly atmosphere.
To be interested in other people's, inputs, information, new knowledge, etc.
To be curious to see what is new for you in each activity and with the curious attitude to boost
the energetic, dynamic and inspirational environment.

Accommodation and Living conditions:
Project is organized in Kobuleti, Georgia

The participants of the project will stay in a hotel in Kobuleti - a resort of the Black Sea. The rooms are
single or double rooms which are including a toilet, air-conditioners and shower- baths. Each
participant will have a separate bed and bed-linen is provided. We ask the participants to bring their
personal towels. The breakfast, lunch, coffee-break and dinner will be provided at the hotel.
The participants must inform us about their dietary (vegetarian, don`t eat a pork etc) or any
specific needs before the arrival.

HOTEL “MIRAGE” – Agmashenebeli street 335, Kobuleti, Georgia

About financial conditions:
Participants will be reimbursed of their travel costs according to the rules of
the “Erasmus+” programe. In order to reimburse your travel costs, we`ll need your
ticket, invoice and boarding pass.
The refunding of costs will be done in EUR (according to official rate of currency recognized by
“Erasmus+ programe) through bank transfer after the getting of all travel documents (invoice, ticket,
boarding pass) included the travel of the participants to their home countries.
Unfortunately, we don`t cover the insurance fee of the participants, but here isn`t any participation
fee. The participants don`t need to have Georgian visa.
The maximum amount of the travel cost per person:

Armenia: 180 EUR, Italy: 360 EUR, Poland: 275 EUR, Ukraine:275 EUR, Georgia:20 EUR, Germany:360 EUR
What to bring with you:






Flyers, brochures, promotional materials and etc, to present your
organisation to other participants;
Drinks and food from your country and region and any other items that may
will help you to present your country during the intercultural evening;
Health
insurance
documents;
Medicines, which you need to get
regularly;
All invoices, tickets and boarding passes

Currency in Georgia: Lari (GEL), 1 Lari = 100 Tetri
Exchange rate is approximately (today): 1 USD = 2.45 GEL; 1 EURO = 2.87 GEL
No one from the currencies will not be accepted in the trade centers, cafe, pub, restaurant or by the
taxi except of GEL, it`s proved also by the legislation. Exchange of money is accessible as at the airport,
also in Kobuleti.

You may check the current weather forecast at the following LINK:
If you have any questions regarding project details please Contact to:
Irakli Mzhavanadze – i.mzhavanadze@yahoo.com
Khatia Laghidze - khatialaghidze17@gmail.com

